
COMMUNICATING THE VALUE OF THE INSTRUCTIONAL SUPPORT 
TEAM’S ACTIVITIES TO LEADERSHIP AND KEY STAKEHOLDERS

What value does your team have to the organization?

How is your team perceived (mindset)?  

What are the services and projects your team provides?
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WHAT HAVE YOU DONE FOR ME LATELY? 

ETI@USUHS.EDUDina Kurzweil, PhD | Karen Marcellas, PhD | Linda Macaulay, EdD

Consider the current state.

How is information about your services and projects collected and shared? 

(Consider these your current MSRs) 

What other MSRs do you need to have?

Examples: history (elements of 

history of work- include number 

of faculty supported, describe 

projects, etc), websites, blogs, 

university newsletter articles, 

Kudos, workshops, brown 

bags, fellowships/mentorship, 

teaching/technology awards, 

conference hosting.

Message, Story, or Report
(MSR) Worksheet 

?WHAT IS AN MSR?



Who needs to receive this MSR?

What is the mindset of those receiving this MSR?

What is the objective/main point of this MSR?

What evidence do you have that supports this MSR?

Where (what communication channels) can share this MSR?

When will you share this MSR?

How will you evaluate the effectiveness of this MSR and make revisions?
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Identify a new MSR opportunity or choose an existing one to modify.

Once you have considered all of these elements,
you are now prepared to craft your MSR with focus and intention.
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